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TIME ALLOTMENT IN PRIMARY SCII0OLS.

By Miss Fi.oia:scE C. Fox,

Specialist,. United States Bureau of Education.

This reiport shows the time allotnient in a representative city in
each of 18 States, as follows: New York, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Rhode
Island, Texas, Virginia, Wisconsin, Washhigton, Indiana, Iowa,.
California, Mississippi, Illinois, Michigan, cA.laryland, Missouri, New
Jersey, and Nebraska.

A questionnaire was sent to the primary teachey of these cities
asking.thein -to state the time actually spent by them in teaching each
subject. Handwork.included (1) modeling, sand or clay; (2) draw-
ing, blackboard and (crayon; (3) painting, itik and water color;
(4) cutting, white and colored papers; (5) making, cardboard sloyd;
(6) building, on the sand table.; (8) stenciling.

Under play were included (1) games, directed and free; (2)
dramatization, posing and acting.

Music included (I) singing, (2) dancing, and (3) rhythm. Na-.
tpre study embraced. three forms of activity, (1) excursions, (2) field
lessons, and (3) experiments. (Minutes per day de-ebted to the several subjects in the primary grades of 18representatire

Daily time schedule 300 minutes.

ct.Subject.
Grade I. Grade II., Grade

Minute..

III.
_._.
Per cent.Minutes. Per cent'. Minutes. Percent.

I. Reading
2. Phonics
3. Spelling
4. Arithmetic
5. Language
6. D%wing
7. Gams
A. Nature study
9. MUM°,

10. HiUldwark

, . 62
26
11
16
25
14

1112
12
11

3

A

1:, 4
4
4

-- 31

56
16

'20
30
27
14
12
12

, 11
11

19

4
10

6
41
4
4

11

., 44
12
20
4n
36
14
13
15

III

141
4

, 61
131
12
41
41
8

11

Nott..--Tiits table ts3mprlses a partial, Hut only of the subjects In the daily. program.`I It tin Intended to oho* the averstpt daily time allotment accorded the prtaiaryactIvidas
la, comMerisen with: that ilea to the Iva fundamental ,Intbgeta. , :'7"4 ,-:

0
,:- ' -,

.4
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It wits found] tliat the -subject (*reading absorbed the major pop.
lion of the time on every program. taking up tO per i`ent of thetime

in the fi t .grade, 19 per cent in the second, and 14 per cent
iti the third. Ilandwo4 comes at the bottom of the list in all the

'grades, receiving 3i pet cent of the time allotment, or a. fraction
mer 11 minutes out of 300 minutes for -Vie entire day of school.
Games, nature study, music, and drawing fall into this lowest group
and .divide the honors with handwork at approximately.4 per cent.
In_the third grade nature study receives 5 pi;r cent of the time, with
approxiniately the same for drawing and music. In other words, the
child reads on an average peer all hour a Wry in five hours of attend-
ance at school in the first\grade and is occupied with handwork for
11 minutes. Ile works arithmaie4Xamples 16 minutes and sings 12
minutes. 1,fe.spells 37 inimites, inclnding 'phonic exercises, and d rows
14 minutes. Ire ,devotes 23 minutes to language exercises and -plays
ganies 13 minutes..

': i

In the second and third grades the proportion changes. especially
wnh the subject isf arithmetic, which assumes a new importance and
is given a muds' larger amount of. time. "Some other. subjects are
also recognized as more and more important, but handwork remains
at the foot of ,the ladder throughtau the primary years and receives
its paltry 11 minfites in all the grades alike.

ADJUSTING PRESENT CbNDITIONS TO THE CHILD'S 'NEEDS.
By ADA VAN STONE IIARRIN, Pittsburgh, Pa.

When one is confronted with the problem of teaching the..childron
of a great city-ime can readily understand why so much time must
be put on the schedule for reading. The. basic 'subject is English,

.and the oral 'aligns* and spelling are the backbone of the work.
In the cities we have 'children of all nationalities. Engli% is the

. important thing for them to learn. No. time allilment should be
made until the third year. When you come to the 'actual working
over of the day'siktiine schedule you have another problem.. I find
that in the lower grades it is better to give more time to the.sclaiol
activity. It seems to me' that We ought to make a scientific study_
of-this in order to get at the bottom of it. We ought to know the ..

.... .relative itliportance of the subjects we are handling.
Everyone should- be concerned. in. finding more .practical educa-

tional material in the primary grades.'
4 .

SPECIALISTS IN THE PRIMARY .SCHOAL.

By MARIE ANDSHRON, Port Arthur, Tex. '

A different kind of organization is needed to enable the primary
schools to realize fhe full significance of the special activities which
we usually designate as handwork, nature study, On, niusic, and

.1
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literature. We need a more efficient organization,- so that all the
time that is necessary may. be secured for children's veiled activities
as well as for the more formal school work.

Wesneed teachers of formal work and we need teachers of special
work in our primary schools.

We need classrooms for our regular'work, special environment for
un ds for- the recreational activities.

.ation, and we need.pecializaficm in our
as in the secondary schools. but not to the

.ct matter in the primary school cu rricidum
er units than in the secondary schools; for

the special. work, and play
This is the day of specie
primary schools as we
same extent. The sub
can be organized in lnr
instance, one teacher can handle all of the regular subjects, another
teacher all or part of the special subjeCtS, with still another teacher
to develop the recreational activities on the playground.

The right. kind of organization will make this possible.. It will
also sOlve the problem of the teacher's latitude. if regular teachers
are selected who know how to teaqh the formal vork better than
anything else, leave them alone to develop the work, -If teachers of
nature study and handwork are chosen who have specialized in those
lines, give them all the latitude they need to. diwelop that -Work.
The same thing tuTy be said of the other special subjects and phiy-.
ground activities.

When our *bole primary school is organized proper there will
be time for varied activities as well as time for the formal. work.
The teacherwho is a specialist may .have the privilege of developing
her field unmolested and the children will,get as much of all kinds
of work as they individually need.

'OPPORTUNITY FOR' SELF-DEVELOPMENT.

By MSR DAY, Cincinnati Unirersity.

I wonder whether we should organize our fOrces so that the child
is under th4 supervision of the teacher eN;ery moment of the. day or
wheiher we shosAd give the Aild an opportunity for self-iievelop-
meat. .1t seems to me that at seat w,ork children have tle t4ne to
develop. their own initiative. Sometimes the child begins 'to build
by feet work instead of seat work. Give bim a .chanee Use'the-:
mind that God has given him. Give him a elffince for oself-expres-
sion,and we shall not have so many troubles when we try to stappresi,'

DEPARTMENTAL ORGANIZATION...

k,

- By Miss Mrrz. Kirkwood, Ito.,

We are trying to oi"ganize.our schools s*tnewhat in the way sag,
Bested by MissAnderson. One teacher is. in charge of imitation,
work and another attends to drill work and hand work. After the
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recitation work in reading I send .tte children to the other roomlor
drill work an§1 another group conies to tne for a reading lesson. This

. makes the children progress faster. In the middle of the year we
had two teachers to take charge`of\the recitation work and one to take
charge of the drill work. Now 4e are planning to add ,e/ fourth
teacher. to take charge of the music, art, and physical work. We
haveldi of these activities going on at the same time. One teacher
has a small group for intensive work in reading or some other sub-
ject, while another teacher supervises drill work and other seat work
With a, larger number of pupils. This seems a better plan than hay-
ing the children sifin one room 911 day.

FREEDOM AND PROGRESS.

By Miss DAY.

, We tried ant experiment with a first-grade class and allowed the
'children to do as they pleased. The teachers started with IS, but that
number was later reduced. The children were allowed to come in the
schoolroom and begin at whatever thing they wanted to do. Along
two sides of the rooni, on' the wall, were shelves. On one shelf was
some clay that children could use and would enjoy playing with. A
little farther along there was a work bench, saw, hammer, frame for
sawing, and a little table. In another corner of the room were book-
shelves,,and so on throughout the room.

As to the method,of reading-isa little group came to the front of the
room, where there were some pictures which had been separated from_
the rhymes belonging-to them. Presently another group joined and
all seated themselves in a-semicircle. All were interested in therie-
tures and the lines describing them. They began fitting the lines to
the proper pictures. The work went on, and not one of those chil-
dren in the semicircle was distracted by the other sounds in the room.
The success of this method was such that nt the end of the year these
children could read, as well as most of theiee,ond-year pupils.

LATITUDE IN THE DETAILS OF METHOD.

By G. UNMET. WALLEY, Kansa,' City, Mo.

prima, teacher should have great latitude in the detail of
method, so th every child can be reached. To meet the needs of
children of different ages, of varied experience, of all kinds ef.home
environment, ande wholi group, which varies from year to year,
Ole must be allowed the greatest freedom. I

The work in the primary grades deals with the mechanics-of read-'
ing, of writing, and of number, in themselves very uninteresting. The
quick AutoMatic. use of all the symbohc of those subjects must be
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acquired. To avoid a distaste for them and to create a desire for
them the teacher should be allowed to change the time as well as
method of procedure in teaching them. A great variety of games
and drills must be used to meet the demand for activity. natural to
all- children, Mechanical or inexperienced teachers can not reach
each child, since they stay close to one method or text. The teacher

:-inust be larger than her text.
Originality. adaptability, appreciation of values and present. needs

and conditions, a keen interest in life and its need for full enjoyment
at each stage of development are qualities absolutely necessary to all
good teachers.

COOPERATION BETWEEN SUPERVISOR AND TEACHER.

By Miss BARNUM, New Pork City.

I do hot feel that the type of work that we should aim for in the
primary department can conic altogether .from the supervisor or
superintendent. The teacher must know the conditioss4mder which
she woks and must know her children. She is there to teach the
child, and I have a very strong feeling that the salvation of our
schools must come from the classroom teachers. We need strong
teacherS who know what to do and who are freeto use their judg-
ment in m ters of detail. In the past the plan has been to impose
the program and course of study upon the Wacker, who in turn has
imposed the upon the children, endeavoring to get results which

. mat} "pass muster." If the work in our schools is to be properlr
adapted to the children, the classroom teacher must. be responsible.
for it. She must constantly check up results and have the courage'
of her convictions to follow up and ask for changes that she feell
are necessary. That shelitust work.with those in the supervising
positions, not for them.' The.snpervisor must keep the peripective
clear before the teacherl the teacher must keep the supervisor in
close touch with the child's interest and point of view. It is an easy
thing to sit in-,the office and make a course of study which considers
everything excepting the child; it is the duty of the classroom teacher
to keep the child's need constantly in the foreground

FREEDOM FOR PUPILS; RELAX ION FOR TEACHERS.

. By MR. KIRI!, Superintend Kirkwood, Mo.

In-dur schools we have emphasized activity. Every boy and girl
in the grades is given 30 minutes to'play in the morning antl-80 min-
utes' play insthe afternoon during the school hours, under intelligent

.

direction. There is freedom in the school both for the children and
for the teachers.' 'lie boys ankgirls can go about, the buildingwith:
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exactly the same freedom you teachers have in this hotel. It is no
sin if bOys and girls talk to each other. If you make a rigid system
where the boy and the girl are under a police system, there is no
relaxation.

Every grade teacher has two periods of relaxation during the day.
In the upper grades the teachers get three 30-minute periods for that
purpose. A s a result. we have better teachers. We are not doing
that for the teachers only; we are doing it for the boys and girls,
for by this plan we have a set of teachers who are at their best all
the time.

The teachers themselves are allowed to work out their own plans
of organization, the primary teachers 'is well as the upper-grade
teachers. From the third grade to the fifth grade no lessons arc
assigned. The class coming into the room takes up the vilewk where
it was left at the lust period. Each pupil is expectant and work
proceeds with enthusiasm.

REORGANIZED TRAINING CLASSES.

. 13y Miss 0Anr, Western .tate Normal. Kalamazoo. Ilk. 11.

At Western State Normal we have determined upon a forward.
moliement which we believe will have important results. After this
year we hope to make no distinction iii the training. of kindergarten
and primary teachers. All who are preparing to teach little chil-
dren be given the same course, including both .kindergarten
activities and primary subjects.'

THE DEMONSTRATION ROOMbOF THE FIRST GRADE.'

By Main- K. 3111.1.En. First Grade (Vine Teacher, Fort Wayne (Iml:) Normal
School.

Our demonstration root was established in the first grade with the
beginning, or 113., c1hildre Our first step was to set aside one corner
of the room as a play ner. We-placed a rug on the floor and soon
the. children had p ided a toy piano, bed, dresser, cupboard, dishes,
- -

In the summer of a group of primary supervlias studying In New. York met
several times In confer,nce and diseusmed Ways anti means of establishing progressive
inetinsis In public aebool classes. They recommended that "demonstration rooms" he
arranged for the sprpose of adapting new methods*, local conditions before incorporatingthem In the regular work.

Through these demonstration rooms it would be possible for teachers to observe. the
work and become familiar with. new methods' before attempting' to use them. It was
suggested that the teacher of the demonstration room he relieved from the requirements
and obligations of, the regular course of study in so far as they were in conflict with the
methods tested.- 'Methods proved successful in the demonstration room could then be
adopted for general use without distornanci of normal conditions.

asked to Undertake the on of
kali

The National Council of Prisitty Education was
tidsmovemeitt. The first demonstration room was established in Fort Wayne,, Bad, under .'the direction, of Woe Gall CoAmottoo.
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table, and chairs. These were all largienough for the children's use.
. There 'were 42 screwed-down desks and 30 little kindergarten chairs

in the room. Twelve Moulthrop desks and two kindergarten tables
were provided. After these arrived and the children were permitted
to use them, they no longer cared to use the screwed-down desks ex-
cept as a place for materials. We had the desks removed and lockers
made for the materials. This gave us room for games, to form a
circle of chairs, or to work in groups in any part of the room. The
children have a chance to be normal children, and they are delighted
with the arrangement.

We found it necessary to eliminate a time program with the excep-.

(ion of time fpr work.iiip the gymnasium. etc., which is fixed by the
time schedule of the building. We dismiss half of our class at 11
and the remainder at 11.30 in the morning. reversing the order from
3 to 3.30 in the afternoon. This gives us a chance for more individ-pt.

We used the following program:
I. Activities: (a) Playful activities: 1. Directed play by the teacher-or chil-

dren; 2. Folk glancing; 3. Dramatization; 4. Music; 5. Apparatus work In the
gymnasium and on the playground ; C. Other activities such as free play, vines,
etc. (1)) constructive activities: Construction in wood, clay, textiles, paper,
cardboard ; 2. Sand-table work; 3. Picture making, drawing, painting, cutting.

lodes of expression: (a) English: 1. Conversation on. (1) daily netivi-
ties of the children, '(2) Interests of the children; 2. Stories; poems, and
rhymes; 3. Reading; 4. Dramatization. I6) Mush.: 1. Singing of rote songs
with pure tones (especial care, given to tone and daily work with monotones) ;2. Appreciation of good music by the use of the Victrola, etc ; 3. Rythm, I. e,
games and dancing with music. (c) Applied number as thd children need it
In daily work, games, etc.

III: Nature experiences: (a) Daily observations; (A) Excursions; (c) Pets;
0/1 Plants ; (e) Gardens; (1) Hygiene and care of self.

The keynote of our work has been real motivation. We have made
our work fill the need of the children as it Inc from them, by having
the necessary materials ready and accessible at altimes. We use the
following materials:

Blackboard on four sides of the room with crayon for drawing and Writing.
Water-color paints, crayons, and stick printing for illustrating, decorating, etc.
Clay for marbles, beads, dishes, and illuStrating stories at sand table, etc. -
Paper for books, paper folding of baskets, etc., free cuttisic for illustrating,

making and dressing dolls, construction work, etc.
Cardboard for construction work and printing.
Paste and scissors.
.Wood.Type forms for building houses, etc. Van Arnam blorkstongue-and-

groove construction for making toys,. furniture, etc. Small pieces of wood of all
sizes and nhapesscrapi from the manual- training departmebt, large spools,
hiuntners, dowls, and nails for making toys, furniture; etc::

Textileir.Cotton roving torobaminodca and rugs. Seine 'aurd for marble
bags. Night-lily gerisantowg yard tor,oito, hats, mufti, karrok etc., for 4opo.,
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Cotton, wool, and' silk scraps of all aorta provided by the children for ;taking
doll clothes after the pattern has been cut from paper to lit the doll. Materials
of all sorts for making furnishings for beds, curtains, etc. Textiles of all sorts
for making costumes used in dramatization.

Superiorsprice marker for printing signs, tags. etc.
Superior type No. 17 used in making puzzles, hooks, etc.
Stamp-craft books, pictures, and reading puzzles.
Cuttings from magazines for illustrating stories and rhymes.
Sand table and one-fourth-inch sticks of serious lengths for working out

stories and incidents.
Needles, thimbles, and thread used in serving for dolls and houses.
To get the best results we found it necessary for the children to

form a circle or group at the beginning of school in the morning and
afternoon. As the children arrive in the room after 8.30 they have
the perfect freedom, and work or play with that which is of most
interest to them. At 9 o'clock, the beginning of school, the class is
ready for the morning exercises, which consist of thC prayer, Bible
_reading., songs, con,Tersaion on things of most interest to the chil-
dren. stories, poems, etc., pertaining to the class and season. The
children naturally divide themselves into three groups, according to
ability, and the teache,r works with on13 group at a time when she is
not working with the entire class. While she works with one group,

, the rest of the class are permitted to do the work of most interest to
them with materials in the room. No child must interfere with any
other child in the room. To be successful there must he perfect
democracy. Each must do his-share in 'working for the good of all.
If in any case a child interferes, that child is asked to sit quietly br
until he learns how to work for the good of all. This is decided by
the class.

After the children have finished their work, it is discussed by the
class. They judge the work. The best is selected and the children
whose work it is show how it was done. Where help is needed it is
given. The teacher guides the children in the choice of work and
materials suited to their mental development. The children are very
eager to receive this help, as they realize why it is being given.

From a class of 38, 35 were promoted into the lA in February.
They had not only done much more work than any previous class had

Ndone, but the results were much better in every line. In addition to
this the children have been happier and more enthusiastic than any
other class I have ever-taught.

4



REPORT OF THIRD ANNUAL MEETING, AT ATLANTIC
CITY, N. J., FliBRUARY 26, 1918.

The meeting was called to order at 10 a. m. by the chairman. Ella
Victoria Dobbs, assistant professor manual lifts, University of Abs.
souri.

TOPIC FOR DISCUSSION.

THE RELATIVE VALUE OF THE BETWEEN-RECITATION PERIOD.

To what extent
Shall its occupations be definitely outlined by the teacher?
Shall It allow opportunity for projects initiated by the Mipil?
Shall it be filled with applications of the lesson just taught?
Shall it be seat work or shall it allow projects which involve moving

about the room?
What ideal shall dominate the work of the period?

Is it necessary only that the pupils may be profitably occupied while the
teacher gives attention to other groups; or

Is a perliod of free activity of essential value in the child's development?

THE CitAntmAN.'"This is our third birthday. We were organized
in Cincinnati in an informal way, and more definitely .at Detroit.
Our purpose is to encourage a greater use of activities in the primary
school, greater freedom of method for the iteacher, and a closer co-
operation' between the work of the kindergarten and the primary
sdhool. We all know that there has been and still is a gap in many
places between the work of the kindergarten and the prithary school,
and one of our great efforts is to overcome that uncomfortable situa-
tion. The way in which we hope to do that is not to make of the
priinary school an advanced kindergarten, but to carry over the good
things of the kindergarten into the primary school.' .

We believe it is not well for little children'of six to be set down in
rows of wood and iron seats' and bidden to fold their hands, face
front, look at the teacher, wait for the teacher's direction, do nothing
except as the teacl4r bids them, and reduce themselves as Promptly
as possible to a very close likeness to Chose wooden and iron seats
in which they sit. in some of our modern schools .we. getting a
long way from this, but in many of our schools that condition still
prevail&

I sun happy to welcome the masculine element this morning, be-
cause I take it yPU arc nearly all superintendents. Many times
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4
when we have been discussing these questions among ourselves the
remark has been 'made," Oh, if only my superintendent were present
to hear this. I believe all these things, but the trouble is to get him
to move:" Of course, the men' who are here this morning are
progressive p'eople, who are moving already; but will you please
take back the message to your less progressive brothers that a good
primary school is not one in which you can hear a pin drop;.-it is
not one in which the children are sitting in straight rows and mind-
ing the teacher all the time. Other elements enter in, and it is those
eleMents that we want to talk about this morning.

Last year in our discussion it was suggested that ,a committee be
appointed to study this very important between-recitation period.
We have been at .a little loss to know what to call this period. We
have talked about " busy work," but long ago we discarded that
term. It is not usable in polite society any more. " Seat work"
-N-Yilinot do, either, because seat. work means sitting still and doing
what, you are told to dq, a very quiet, passive, sort of work. Finally,
to cover the whole field, and to be sure to include all the elements that
ought to enter, we have been calling it tlk " between-recitation
period," which means all of the time in which the child is not
actually taught very definitely by his teacher, and of that period we
are to talk this morning.

There is one more feature of the primary council to which I would
like to introduce you before the meeting begins.. When we first
organized we agreed that we should have no set progiain, but that .

we should come together for informal discussion. We felt that it
would be good for us to exchange our opinions; one with the other,
and in that wad really come to know what we believe. Therefore,.
after a very brief introduction of these topics, the meeting will be
open for general discussion.

(---yiss Faddis, of St. Paul, ill take up the first division of the
first question: "To what ext nt ball the occupations of to b2tween-
tecitation period be outlined the teacher?"

Miss FADDIS. I am sure that those of us who read these questions
and reflect upon their meaning will fall into a reminiscent state of
mind and compare the past' with the'present. Then, as we view some
of- the- of modern educliti and compare them with
our childhood experiences, it will ma usi feel that we want tb go
forward with an optimistiC determine ion to spread the best things
we know over a constantly increasing territory.

For several years I have beenasking teachers, partidularly thoSe
taking summer courses, to recall their childhood experiences with
the. materials aboilt them that they have used in school, and out of
school. Some of these teachers havb had nor experience and others
have had much.. The purpose of these questions is, of course, to find
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out what permanent impressions are made by the occupations that
involve, the head' and heart and the valuation that the teachers put
upon those occupations. In this way we hope to make it impossible
for any teacher of children to say " Take the next lesson," or; ".Work
all the examples on the next two pages." We know that there are,
still many teachers who went to school 25, 30, 35, 40 years, and even
more than a half century ago, who are requiring the children now
in their charge, these boys' and girls to do.the seine things that they
did in their own childlloodi- They say they have no time for any-
thing else.

In a recent report of-,the educational conditions in 'kw York
State, there is a statement that there are 3,000 teachers in the rural
districts of that State who have never gone beyond ,the ith grade,
and have had no professional training whatever.

Here is another reason why the traditional practices hold; there
could not be anything but traditional 'work with such teachers.

The old notion that the acquisition of book knowledge is the all
important goal is still responsible for a ,great deal of drill for drill's
sake, for reviews without a glimpse of a new view, and for depres-
sion in the name of discipline. We wonder how anyone who knows
what edueatiop is can look into the faces of growing girls and boys
and half read their thoughts, or see them outdoors at play, and be,
willing to "keep School." As a possible explanation of the tenacity
with which old practices are held, I have often thought of what.
lIamiltim Wright Mabie says in his talk on self-realization, that the
majority of people in life use !Hee as the artisan uses his tools, and
only a small proportion use it in a creative way as the artist does.
The artisan may be sincere and diligent and fairly skillful, but he is
imitative, conventional,. and devoid of creative power; while the
artist'is free and constructive, and he sees the higher possibilities
in the material which he commands. Ha.discerns new meanings and
divines unexpected powers, and reveals fresh feeling, and he gives
the familiar and the commonplace'a substantial value by recombinAg
it and reforming it. . .

Many teachers who believe that learning and doing go together ,
have put forth great efforts to make their schoolrooms veritableldbo-.
ratories in which the material and the tools used prove that experi-,
mentation has an important place ih all of their plans. Oneof these.
wise teachers of first-grade children says that she wants her chit- .

dren to know that the world is full of interesting things, to be
done, and she wants them to be able to fill their time with .good
work without the what and when always coming from, soraehodY,
else. This teacher, like a good,many others, feels that she must give:
especial- attention to e 9)etween-recitation period" work in the
firs moliths of soh. life when manipulation of material and the':
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educational value of the mental activity are very. important, becausethey are the beginning Qf the formation of habits for later study.This teacher and many others proved that applications abundant,
numerous, and real, take the place of much drill.

A second-grule teacher who is in the habit of taking a good part ofher recitation time to help the children determine what. they shall doin the next period is apt-to say to them, " I think you can do harder
problems than we have done in class with the blocks." The blocksstay in sight and they visualize. They look at them and find outwhat problems they can make, and go up and move them if neces-
sary. These children do unusual work in making their own problemS.The blocks stand for different things that they have collected.

Another second-grade teacher says that. children may have a gooddeal of choice in this work, and that. they may do the tasks in the
way that snits them. If there is an established standard in the roomfor seat ork, and if the children are held responsible for everythingthey do, the children compare their results with each other awlexpress their judgments with eagerness. :

A third-grade teacher feels that much of the locational geographymay be taught in an incidental way. The globe is there and the
children locate any place in their "reading lesson and in the stories

. they have heard. It is remarkable how much these children know
about directionst; usually they locate in relation to their own homeenvironment.

It behooves us all to see what we can do to make a freer atmosphere.I went into a room a few years ago where the children were sittingin straight rows. I was examining the wer grades in phonics, and
was giving exercises to test. the childre>or asking the teacher to doso.. In this case the teacher thought the exercise would be moreorthOdox if she gave it, so she called the children up to the board, and
when they were there in a straight row she told them to do just whatthey were told to do. Then she began using the phonic " im," andthey said "grim, prim," etc., and then took their seats; I could notbear to- leave the room without finding out whether these childrencould he anything but grim and prim,. so I began to talk to themabout the sounds I heard on my way to. chool that morning, andabout the 9hickens. I did not have a Sound f response when I askedthem it they had chickens at home, and finally I said, " You knowwhat chickens say, don't you?" . There 'was ne response, and the
teacher ,soid, " They do not; they have not been informed."'

I wantto ask all of you to encourage 4,freer atmosphere, to inducethe teacher to think first of the children, and to realize Vint bge.klearning is not. the au-important thing, but that experience is most-wort.h while.. -. -
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Miss HANCREL. When I looked at the fr,st question I could not
make up my_ mind to what extent stiffness and formality would
follow if the teacher definitely outlines the occupations. Of course,
I believe that she should let the children know definitely what they
are going to do, or the children will definitely tell her whatt they are
going to do; but I do not want it outlined so definitely that the chil-
dren are not given some independence and freedom in what they are
doing; and that suggests the second division of the topic; that is to
say, the projects should be initiated by the pupils in 9 cases out of
10. I have foundlnaby teachers rather autocratic anti no democracy
at all in their sclioolrooms. Such a teacher would have the beard
covered with figures, alltd the children would'be set down either to
study a lesson or else to manipulate those figures. I did not like
that, but the poor teachers had no material for handling, so I said,
" If we must have formal subjects, at least let us put a littleeliveliness
in them." I said to the children, "You know what a table is, don't
you? You know the second table and the fourth table? ".and they
answered, c Yes." I said, "Let me see if there is a child here who can
arrange them five different ways." Those-children began to take
notice, and although I had thought only of writing them five dif-
ferent ways, the children themselves thought of 14 different ways of
writing them. Before that they hated tables. but by such methods
we have gotten them to teach themselves in formal subjects, and I

'think that is far more valuable than having the teacher. drill them.
As to the projects, we,are trying to get the young teachers to find

out where they can find material's. For instance, if the window box
from last year is somewhat stained, when the children look around
in the. springtime to see 'what they c, or the room, the project .

they clioose may be the painting of those window boxes. It would
never do, of course, to get paint all over themselves, so the children
may then decide they must make aprons with which to cover them-
selves., We always have' plenty of -newspapers on hand, so the chil-
dren may cut their own patterns. From the project comes the pip-.
Ring, done by the children; and the executing, done by the children,
too. Then, when they get through we sax, "Do you think that is a
good apron? " and the children judge as to whether it will drop
off or whether it will stick on; that leads to the invention of some
remarkable fastenings. So I think that the project shouldbe initiated.
by the children, and the children should be taught only where they
shoW that they can not execute without some suggestion:.

Miss --BRADY. " Shall the, period be filled with applications of the
lesson just taugiit ? ". Filled ? No; decidedly not. Not filled ; -hut,
"Shall there be any .awlication of'the work of 'the regular..sehool--
room " Yes. In our large city schools, where in one room after

73013°18--3
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another you will find two groupsOf 25 to,30 children, making from
50 to 60 in a room, with one little teacher from 9 o'clock until 3.30,
some things are apt to be done that are not ideal. But ip, spite of all
this, there, is opportunity for. freedom_ and for the exercise of initia-
tive; the seat-work period should not be filled by an assigned task.
T.imeghould.be left, and considerable time left, for what we call. the
self-chosen task. There should be some of both.

It is common in primary schoolrooms to:day to find a class of chil-
dren not. reciting. but moving about the room. tlisturbing nobody:
They have finished the work assign by the teacher. You will find
some at blacklioards writing, drawing, aiAl doing some work they
choose to do in arithmetic, perhap's two working together or sin-di-
vidnals may be working alone. You'will find others it a shell or
able on which have been gathered a number of miscellaneous books,

salecling the books to read and going ofl with them: two may be
looking on together, disturbing nobody. You will find children in
the lowest primary rooms going- to a shelf on' which have been ..,-
gathered inexpensive toys n doll. gullies,- puzzles, o'n a printing opt- isfit. Another group may he at. the 'sand table. A' number maybe
working with scissors and pasteabout the only material most of us

:havemaking things to use on the sand table or making .furniture
for n doll hOnse. Tha t kind of work gives opportunity for freedom
and initiative.

.

We are licit working under ideal conditions yet and we can not
do yet all the things we know to lie the ideal things.

The CHAIRMAN. When we first sent. out our statement concerning
ithe orianizat ion of the council and asked teachers over the country to
express their opinions as to what work should be intempted. the first
answer that came back :was, "Ve ve heartily in sympathy with the
ideals o the council, but howcan we have more activity in the pri
mary, school as longns we have such lame numbers for one teacher? a
Will you not ask the primary council tp speak long and loud for a
reduction in the numbers of the children in first. and second grade

, eldsses?"'tyill'everybOdy please take that message home to the
superintendent who is not.here to-day and does not realize that be-
cause the children are little the teacher 'can not manage twice as

.-many of them?: ._-..

. In sending.out the outline for .this.diseussion we asked, ". If you
can not be present, please, send. your answers to these questions to

'the.ehairman.7 One Of the letters rebeivedbegan this way: "I have
been; tekehin,primary classes for 32 yeart . In all tharlime I. have
never had less than 50 pupils in my class and have often had 'ever 60.
If I had had an ideal enrollment, probably my methods. would have
been different."-
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wender if one of the things that we shall learn from the war will
be the conservation of children and better care of them in the pri-
mary school, so that when we begin to discuss a question of this sort
teacher after teacher will not have to say to us, " We are doing the
best. we can under the conditions.". is not. this American Republic
able. to educate its little children? If we can raise millions and
millions of dollars for making munitions and for the relief of our
Wounded soldiers, can we not make this need so plain to our peo,
pie that they will find the money for it alsof

"Shall it be seat work or shall it allow projects which involve
moving about the roow ?" Of course, that question is closely con-
nected with the number of pupils in the room. Mi-s.Gail Calmerton,
superviscir of priMary and kindergarten education in Fort Wayne,
Ind., will speAk to us,on- this point.

"Alisp.CAmuncrox. I hope that fhere are many principals here as
Well as Superintendents, because the supervisor certainly needs part-
nership with the principal. A teacher can do nitich;but there is much
More that-she can not do unless she has the moral support of her
principal as well as..her supervisor and superintendent.

Why should the child not move about after he has completeel his
work y He might be at the board an entire period; ho might. be at
the sand table; he Might be out in his garden ;..he might be at, the
library table; or he might be in a play corner; but if he must stay
there during an. entire period lie will not be able to use his initiative
when he has completed the assignment.. I thin (c of the thrill. that
went through the United States when we heard that the first gun
had been. fired at the enemy, and in Indiana we were proud because
it came from a rad-headed gunner from South Bend. If the assign-
ment for these 'gunners had been Made as a lesson is assigned, that
young man would probably not have fired the first gun. He used
his i itiatilft. The assignment was specific but in carrying out the
assi mient he had liberty of action. .. .I \ .ant..to tell another story. One of our reporters who was in
Europe when. the war began said that, as lie stood at the front
and beheld that mass f German soldiers moving as one man

< down through Belgium, ie -looked at 'their faces, and saw that all
seemed to have the sa le expression, like dumb, driven cattle.
Then he said, "This blind, unthinking obedience.has.not come about
m a day. This ability to move a mass of men like-so many cattle
has not conic about in a day. We must loOlc back to the German
school to see the reaSon for, it." We can not. begin too young. We
cannot begin when a child is 14 to give him tile habit of using initia-
tive. 'Ali/aY down in The kindergarten is the time to begin, when we
first hafe the children in'schoOL The reportersaid: ! Yon know in

19
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the. German schools the knapsack (the school satchel) is strapped on
the back of the child so that he will become accustomed to carrying
hat knaPsack, and he feels very proud, because he is like his soldier
fat Then when he goes to school. instead of playing pull-away s'
and games of that kind in which. initiative may be allowed, he simply
marches a great deal of the free recess time under the direction of
a man teacher."

. .

Do We want our children to _grow up and do the will of others?
Why, a slave is a pershn who does the will of pother. Poor Russia
does not know what to do with her liberty:: Why? Because she has
never had liberty before. Individuals have never had it; they have
had to stay put seiniehere according to the direction of others:
They have great love, for libeity. but they do-not know how to use it.
They think Wet libel* is merely license. Anctthar,is the coialitiOn
we must avoid in the schoolreom by giving our children A full meas-
ure of liberty and teaching them how to use it. - 1 .

Everyone here. I think, has spoken about the great numbers in the
primary room. Superintendents and college men are apt to feel that
we can handle as large classes in the primary gradeseven larger,
they thinkas in the upper grades.' Now, the baby in arms has to .

be carried around by its mother. It required constant attention. The
little one of 2 or 3 requires somewhat less. When they get a little
older they require still less attention; but the little children in the-

. primary roomy ea of button or lacca shoe; they ails not make a
knot. To say int we can teach as many or morc- in the piimary
grades as can he taught in the upper grades is beififid comprelie.nsion.
We ought not to think for one minute that it can be done. Instead
of herding our children in masses and putting 35 to 40 into one grade,
we should remember that the younger a child is', the more help he

..
needs. .

. To permit a child to use initiative does not mean that he is to be
left to do just what he. wants to do; that he is to run around aim-
lessly; that he is to be as noisy as he pleases; that he is Co flit here
and flit there like a butterfly, and grow up lacking in concentration.
No; instead of a butterfly he should be like the busy bee. The be is
busy allday long. He h s no time to' aste. The boy who is a busy
bee 'has no time to oily because he is interested, and when he
thies a thing he goes might to the point. If he is going over to a
table to get something, he makes .a bewline there and he comes Rack.
He has an object in view, and he is not aimlessly flitting and lacking
in concentration. .

If the child feels free, he will think less of the subject matter and
more of what he wants to do. You know that Froebel soon found
that his ideas could not be carried out in Prussia. The Prussian Gov- --

ti
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. rnment saw that' -any plan that. allowed 'initiative in' the children.Ile .
.
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would never da in their military form of goverkent, and Froebel
had to go to Switzerland to work out his ideas. i

Then another objectionable thing is uniformity. Everyone doing
the samething at the same time and in the same manner discourages
leadership. What are we going to do to train for leadership? We
should encourage depa rt ore from uniformity, instead of thinking
that there is merit in it .T116;merit is not in uniformity, but in the

tba,system which allows liberty with a purpose, a goal.
The assigntnent, thin, should he specific. so specific that every little

one, no matter how slow histhinking, kluTs his purpose. Tiae assign-
,ment need not- he given by the teacher. Someone said that in 9
ca:-es out of 10 it is worked out by the child, possibly with the teacher's' 6
help: But in working out t his mosignment there should be great
freedom. Someone may want to work it out on the sand table; some-.
one may want to do Inc work at the library table; and so on. It
would depend upon. the child. ..

. A great danger, when we are tryillg to allow liberty, which is .nob
license, conies in diiy dreaming. No one plan is sufficient always to
avoid it. If we were trying to make machine operators, and if every-

1 thing were to be the same day after day, we would need nothintbut
machine operators and one plan wtmld answer. gin giving an asisign-
went to the children, in order dot they may know what they are going

ly1to do, yot as inSignent may be " Find the reading that you would like
to do." At them go over to a table and find the books thatthey would
like. We are past the time when everybody must read the same book
at the mine time. .

. .

SO I should say that the school is a busy hive of free little people, that
the Assignments should be specific, but in carrying out the assignments
give as much liberty as practicable under our conditions, which are
not ideal, but are working toward the ideal. If we never try pro-
gressive methods in unideal conditions, we shall never attain the ideal
conditions. .,

Miss Latotrrox. May I have one minute to give the teAcherS' a few
words on what was said in Chicago. I am chairman of the'commit--.. .

lee 'on citizenship in .elementary schools for theNational. Security '
. League and have been, released from the.IPassnic public, schools by
the board of education to help the teachers. I want to show that a
primarytschool teacher put .West 'did something' which Bainbridge .,

Colby said is the most helpful thing any teacher has done for the Si
Goernment. The teacher *rote on the board.. " Our 'country. needs 4; '-

ships," and the children themselVes of their owl -initiative went to ..

wet*. They made ships that day, they drew ships, they cutohips,
they molded ships, anti they went home th the thought to their
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people that our country needs ships. When Mr. Colby heard that
in Chicago he said,." Splendid; if the primary teachers could only
take one thought at a time from the Government, emphasize that
one day at a time, and let that message go out to our people, the
little children would he helping the Government in We best possible
way." I want to ask you teachers to let all your war work be con-
structive and not destructive. If we can help you in any way, call
on the National Security League, which is helping the National
Council for Defense, and we will give you all the material and all
the help _that. we can possibly give. The last word is, constructive
wok. not destructive war work.. No making of.guns and that sort.

r of thing. but the making of the things that are helpful.
LIE CHAIRMAN. Not so very long ago a group of teachers were

discussing this between-recitation period and the idea of busy work
or seat work, and the question was asked, "Why do we have it?"
"011...it is necessary." "Well, why is it necessary? Is it necessary
for the teacher or is it necessaryfor the child? " " oi, it is necessary
because the teacher has so many things to do." And that seemed
to be the idea. For that reason we have brought to you this ques-
tion: " What ideal shall dominate the work of the period?" 'Is it
necessary only that pupils shall be profitably occupied. while the
teacher gives-attention to other groups, or is a period of free activity

. of essential value to the child's development?
Miss ANNIE E. MOORS (Teachers' College, Now York City). I

could not resist placing that word " only," in another position in
this statement. As the topic reads it is this: "Is it necessary only
that the, pupils may be profitably occupied while the teacher gives
attention tO other.groups?" I could not resist taking the "only"
out and/Oinking it read this way: "I's it necessary that the pupils
may be' profitably occupied only while the teacher gives attention
to ier groups

think we have a perfect right to inquire whether the children
are always the most profitably occupied when the teacher is giving
them her strict and undivided attention. I think also that we ought
4,o ask always, net, "Are the children simply profitably oceupied,"
but "Are they the most profitably occupied ?" Now, with the free
organization that we have heard so 'much about this morning, this

. matter of children choosing what they'shall do implies a great deal
of individuality. It implies thai all the children mai not be,doings
the sane thing atthe Same time. Things look ragged when you go
into a schoolroom and see here and there children who appar to
be doing nothing. Inmy experience Lhavenever done into that sort
of a schoolroom without occasionalquseeing one or two children who

-were apparently wasting their time. That is, the children were not.
.. .
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doing anything very much. But you go into a schoolroom organized'
on the old plan, in which there was one group out with "the teacher,
apparently very closely concentrated upon the lesson in hand, the
recitation, as e choose to call it ; and you see other little children
sitting quietly t the seats, all doing the same.thing. and your snap
judgment ot d be that those children were. all profitably occupied.
The probab. ity is that in both groups there would be a consider-
able number of children who were not profitably occupied: It shows
up more clearly in the free organization. You can spot the idle
child more readily when cluiklren are busy in groupssame groups
very busy, very much concentrated on what they are doing. I merely
call attention to the fact that you must get down beneath the ap-
pearance of things to kn'o whether the child is really doing any-
thing that is worth-while.

I went into a classroom of a teacher who is a very strong primary
teacher, whose work is very much above the average standard; but
she had the same .difficulty that ahhost all primary teachers ex-
perienct of keeping the children profitably occupied. In The group
that was not working with herand-their exercise was one that was
also above the average of the old type of seat workthere was one
little boy who valked More rapidly than the other children and
finished what ha been given himto do. There was nothing else.
The room was not equipped §o the child could go and get something
else that was prdfitaye and interesting to do. and hegot intomii-
chief. The teacher turned to him and said. "Have you finished
your work? "the assignment; we have been speaking of assign-
ments this morning. He said that he had. " Well," the teacher said,

-".it wouldn't hurt you to do it again, would it'?" showing clearly
that all she.wanted was that the child keep busy, doing something,
whether it was profitable to do it over again or not.

.
;

I think thqt Miss Dobbs has outlined the evolution in the topic that
we have been working on for three years. She indicated] an evolu ion
in her statement of it. I think we must take another big step in t t .1evolution and get rid of the idea of the between-recitation period. In
the .fist place, we have too many periods, and we have entirely tob
many recitation's. Our program is so chopped up that the child has
not time to get started in anything that is profitable, either with the
teacher or without the teacher, and to keep at it long enough to prove
that he can do something in it. We must think more of the work, of
the day, we must think of it as a day's work, all of us together, some-
times working in small groups, sometimes working in large limps)
sometimes working with the teacher, sometimes working without the
teacher, sorrietimes.One or two children working in the hall on some -`

_thing they are going-to bring in after awhileand do in the del; but
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think of it as the day's work. Here again we are constantly appeal-
ing to the people in the audience who are not plain primary teachers.
Here again the teacher needs help from a higher authority in the sys-
tem in getting rid of this little chopped-up program, 10 minutes for
this and 10 minutes for that, and 10 minutes for the next thing.

I have the utmost syncpathy for the teacher who has the 50 or 60
children, lipid it is folly for us to recommend the same kind of organi-
zation ,for.a primary classroom in which there are 50 or 60 children
that we would recommend. and could/4y absolutely that it could be
worked out successfully with a class of 25 or 30 children. But I do
not believe that more than 1 out of 100 classroom teachers are doing
the best that can lie done even with the conditions as they are. We
have said several times this morning that the teacher is doing the
best she can. Doubtless individuals are, but there are many places in
the-country where even with a larger number of children than they

fought ever to put into the hands of one teacher a different arrange-
' ment of the day's work would make it possible to give a great deal

more of free activity.
A few weeks'ugo I was in southern California; and there. with that

wonderful climate, that wonderful out of doors, those splendidschool
buildingsI have never seen such school buildings as they have in

-southern Californiathey are not using that out of doors. In fact,
I found only a very few schools there in which they seemed to think
it possible to turn.a group of children into the open unless the teacher
could go along with them. Let is get the idea of breaking up that
class. of 50 children into groups, some of whom might go out of doors
and play if they could. (Jo no better. Let us get rid of the idea that
they could not go out and work in the garden, could not go out and
do something in the sand box out of doors, unless all went tether
with the teacher. We are not all doing the best we can with the con-
ditions under which we are working.

This free period, it seen* to me, is absolutely essential for the
Child's development. It is not merely a question of keeping him
occupied, because it is during this free period that the child's own
purposes have a chance to arise. Purposes can not arise, they can
not come to the surface, unless there is a degree of freedom that will
permit the child-to use those materials in some way that is 'different
from the way any one teacher would think of working out.

We can not work out exactly the. best uses of clay for all of the
children. I saw, the other day in tv first-grade room dome of the
most remarkable cla'y work I have ever seen. I would not believe
tliree- or four 'years ago, before this experimental .work started, that
first-grade children. could do the work those children They
worked indiVideall)yeach on his own project.. No teacher indicated
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or assigned the work to be done with that clay, and wonderful things
came out. I saw the children working, and I know exactly how
they did it; it was 'absolutely their own conception and it was
their work. As the 'finished work stood on the shelf, hardened
with the beautiful colors the children had given it, it looked like
majolica. It Was artistic, creative work, and it was done because
the children had had not 10 minutes or 15 minutes, but their periods
out of recitation had been brought together so that they could
have 50 minutes for-that sort of thing. Consequently, more had been
done and it had a unity and a variety about it that we do not see
when the children all model the same thing. Outof that free period
their plans and.purposes had arisen.

It is only by having this free period that we can be sure that the
children will be left. alone for a little while. Even the teachers, who
most earnestly desire to give the children an opportunity for better
expression of themselves and more opportunity for their own indi-
viduality to arise, will acknowledge that it is often hard to restrain
themselves from interfering when they ought not to interfere and
to allow a child to go on working out his own little scheme. It is
only by giving this longer period, in which"the children may choose
what they shall do, that we can provide' for all types of children.
All of you who have done advanced work in education know how
great is the variation in individuals, and it is only by giving such
opportunity' that the various types and temperaments have a chance
to assert themselves.

I visited a first-grade room a few days ago during the free period.
The whole day was relatively free as compared to the old classroom
'organization, but this was the time when for 30 minutes the Children
were at liberty to choose what they,would do. The room was well
equipped with material from which to choose. It was provided with
lockers, so that each child would know where to get his own materials
and also the materials that belonged to the class as a whole. Two
or three little girls were sitting at a table. One was finishing a
ch'arming little tea set which she had modeled. It was a project that
had been going on for days-with that child, until now she had four-
or five.. pieces finished, and she was coloring them. Another little

.girl was working on the typewriter, getting some captions:ready for,.
pictures that had been put on the wall. She was working on the
typewriter for first-grade work, set with unusually large type. One
little boy was working in his shop. He was off in a corner of the
room wbere there was a workbench, and he worked for the whole 50
minutes. Another boy was coloring his cannon.

Three little boys were working on an aeroplane. It had been the
conception of one of the children; the others had joined him. He
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had started it at home and brought it to school. Different sugges-
tions had been made until thi's aeroplane had reached inarveldus pro- ,
portions. The serious problem was how to get it to-fly. Some of
them had seen a marionette show a week or two before and conceived
the idea of.operating it by means of strings and wires, so they strung
a pulley up in one corner and attached, 'another pulley low down.
The day .before, it seemed, they had used some cruder method and
there had been an accident. The aeroplane fell down.and hit a little
boy on the head. They decided then to have a danger sign, so when
they started the aeroplane one little boy 4ot a sign that slid "Dan-
:ger" and put it on a stick and stood with it in the most dangerous
situation. The little girls working on their tea set were absolutely
oblivious, except that when the boy came Out with the danger sign
they moved their bible- a little farther away and went on with their
work.

Can you conceive of any greater activity than an, aeroplane flight
in a schoolroom? No reading ii-as going on at this trine, although it
did occur later in the morning. The project itself would never have
arisen if there had not been a free period. It was just in the day's
work.

The word " ideal " is Used here. What ideal shall dominate the
work of the 'period ? It seems to me that one of the ideals is the
greater faith in the children. We have been afraid ()lour children.
We he been afraid of little 6-year-olds; afraid to give them an
opportunity to initiate things'''. We talk about it a great deal, but

4 we are afraid to let them do_it.lial f the time.
Our ideal will h letter equipment. We must have something .

more than sticks and shoe pegs and' toothpicks and tablets-and pen-
cils in our classrooms. If it is going to be a workroom, we must
havemore things. It does not. have to be extravagant equipment,
either.. .We must remember that we are not only training, for

, initiative and training for leadership; we ate also training for co-
operation. When we break up these artificial groups w,hich we
have formed we must lead the children into forming .other groups
for themselves, and they will-do it:

Do you know how little jrcedom primary 'children have in 'out' .

sehools the country,overl Ily actual time measurement it has been
discovered that in 12 leading cities in this country the average time
in 118 first grades when those children may speak freely in actual
conversation, using language in the natural everyday lashdon,.
less than fiv1v 4inittes- in two hoUrs, and but.of the 118, 79 have;
either absolute lY- not one minute for that kind of oral expression or
have somewhere about two or three minutes-for 40-or 50 children.

Miss AnniE LorisE DAY (Cleveland Heights, Ohio). I want. to
take up for a moment or two the impossibility of having free work.
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in our classrooms as they now exist. I was asked recently to inspect.
a small system of schools, to see what was needed. In room after
room, from first grade to the eighth, there, were as many seats
screwed to the floor as could be screwed down and allow the chil-
dren the number of square feet "per child, the amount of fresh
air, and the amount of light required, by law. We have very beau-
tiful buildings all over this country in which the only space left for
children to move about is between the deskiind perhaps a little up
in front around the teacher's desk. There is no equipment, no wall
cupboards down low to which the children can go and get material
in the manner described by Miss Moore.' There are no drop-leaf
tables screwed to the walls. There is no opportunity for children to
stand and work, -because if they stand in the aisle they are in the
way of children passing, and if they stand by the desk their legs
are cramped. People who,have been studying hygiene tell us that
6-year-old children should be on their feet froin.one-lialf to. two-
thirds of the time. What/opportunity is there in the average first-
grade room for children to be on their feet one-half of the time,
except at the blackboard or in the aisles? -

We have failed to realize that you and I are now uncomfortable
from sitting in these chairs. I wonder how many of us enjoy sit-
ting in the same sort of chair all day long and in the same place,
with our hands folded. I should like you to try that for a'little
while. I have been with principal after principal and superintend-
ent after superintendent. whose ideal classroom is the rigid row.
A whole row stands and sits properly, and the whole class turns,
marches to the board. and hears, "Don't pick up a piece of chillk,
Johnny, until -I tell you." I have yet to find more than three men
in the school business to whom the ideal of.school order and school
discipline and school activity i, not just that state of affairs. That
is true not of the men alohe; it is so with most of the supervisors.
They like to have a "nice-looking" school.

If we are going to give the children liberty, the first''step is to
give the teachers freedom.. Our courses of study are dictated. Our
time spaces and the study time given to the different subjects .dur-
ing the. week are dictated. If there is anything more autocratic
than a public-school system, I do not know what it is. The first
thiag we want to do is to-get the teachers together. if you have a
teacher1Mho still want to have children sitting in rows and rising
and sttinding together, and you colt not get her to see that things
will be very much better if she will get into.that .classroom a real
derdocratic spirit, then let her go on. You would not be democratic
if you compel her to have a free school, and you are not demOcratic
when you co1npel her to have the rigid school when she-wittldililie
to have a free one.
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A superintendent said to me: Oh, the State law dofsn't allow
free desks, and it is against the fire laws to have movable furniture
in the room." If it is the State law that children must be forced to
sit in these seats fastened down in rows, it is time to call upon the
legislature to change the law. It is not a very difficult thing.

I think everyone here has emphas'ized the difficulties of work with
00 children in a room. Last spring { was called upon to go to one
of the schools in a large city to help a beginning teacher in the first

..azde.. The teacher was not really doing anything: In tl room
were 00 foreign children, only about half of them able to siSeak the
English language. There were scats for 40, and the rest sat on the
floor, under the piano, everywhere they could be put. What teaching
could the girl do? The only thing she could do was to keep them
happy and out of a brawl, and that was about all.

A business man said to me not long ago: Our schools are not
doing anything for the children; they do not seem to have any
common sense, and they can not do what they are told." Why is it?
We have put them into tows 'of desks for eight years. When a boy
must do any sort of work in a place where there are not, .rows of
seats he does notfeel at home. and he does not know what. to do;
and when he does not have somebody tell him just what to do, as
the school-teacher has been telling him, he can not follow direc-
tions. Most of our teittliers have become as mechanical ay our desks.
We must go back to our teacherks' training schools for the reason.
Go into the normal schools and city training schools, and you will
find the students sitting in rows, learning something out of a book
and reciting it to the teacher. We have a great many splendid
places *here that is not done, but it is generally so. Most of our
teachers come to us trained to teach the children by saying: "Johnny,
you learn this, and then I will see how well you have it." This is
note thing of the past; it is a thing of the present.

My principal aim right now is to get furniture of a new type and
to ket materials.. You do not have to buy all of the materials. We
can go out of doors, as Miss Moore indicated, but, instead, day after
day we are seated on theSe benches inside because we disturb the
grown-ups unless we do it in just that way.

THE CmunMAN. A few weeks ago a very fond aunt said to me,
" I wish you would use your primary council to 4:1(i something for
the bright children. I hate to have my small nephew, who is an
excepticinally bright little fellow, go to school and in a little .while
be slowed down to the pace of the average." It was just time then
to send out the announcement of tills meeting, so I wrote a circular
letter and sent it with the announcement, asking what we were doing
with the'bright child and for the bright child. Tam pure if there is
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any child in the school that needs what we have been talking abut,
it is the bright child.

I asked a group of exceedingly good primary teachers what
were doing in this field. I said, " Isn't it true that you realize
y9ti must promote at the.end of the term a certailli percentage of your
class in order to keep your reputation? You realize that about 50
per cent of them can be' dealt with in the average way; they will get
the lessons from day to day. Another 2 per cent of them will get
all you teach and more. 'They are the bright ones, who seem to learn
things before you teach them. And then another 25 per cent are
slower than the average, and you put your extra time on pulling up
the laggards."

" Ohl yes." one of them said. " I never do anything for the
bright ones. They will get up to the mark without any teach-
ing at all. I never pay any attention to my bright children 3' Is
that patriotic, is it democratic, is it htunan? Do we not need the
best talents of the best children developed to their highest capacity
just as much as we need to conserve all the energy that may be found
in the subnormal children?

Miss RETNoLos. A year or so ago there came into our school in
September a little girl who had been in school one year before. In
school she had patiently plowed through "The apple is red and the
apple is green and the apple is good to eat." At home she was
reading " Little Men," " Littie Wornen.'4nd books of that kind. Her
mother brought her to school to see if we could give her a chance.
We test the children who come in with a simple rending test. At
the end of the second day the little girl went home and said, " They
tried me in one group this morning and tried me, in another group
this afternoon, and I believe by to-morrow I shall be where I belong."
It is encouraging to be where you belong; but if you have 50 or 60
children in a room, you can not find out where anybody belongs.

Miss DUNN (rural supervisor). I want to make a plea for the
country child. I came to this meeting to-day because you were going
to talk on what the child does when the teacher is not with him.
:Now, the primary child in the country school needs every one of these
things that yop have been discussing to-tiny. The first-grade child
gets about one hour a day of teaching and he spends the rest of the
time between .9 o'clock and 4 doing nothing, or doing busy work,
which is the same thing. 'It is not impossible for the country child
to be educated during all the six hours he is in school. '1).e child
comes to school to be educated,'and we have not a ?ight..4 pretend
to educate him one hour out of that time and let the other' five pass
in, stultifying him, because. that Is whit it -does. Exactly the spore
standards of eflitiency' exactly the same standards of motive and

eY
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initiative and valuation should apply to that seat period or play
period or free period as apply to the with-the-teacher period, and I
want particularly to make an appeal for the provision for the country
teacher of some material to make it possible for her to educate that
child. A country school is usually one of the most barren of barren
places. and because those children are thrown on their own resources
five hours of the da).' out of the six they must have material which
will stimulate them and lead them to ,develop projects of their own
and to he educated six-sixths instead of onejoixth of their school life.

DR. NIcAluttay. The subject I would like to hear discussed has
not been touched here this morning, although I have been intensely
interested in all that has been said. I was not quite sure whether
there was n 1-hour period or a 50-minute period, or a free period
that was under discussion, or whether'it was thq question whether
there should be a free period and then a period for recitation. My
question is which of those two is the bigger thing to which the other
should be subordinated. Shall the recitation periods exist? Shall
the "recitation periods themselves be changed by their contribution
to these other periods or are the other periods rather a relief from
what you expect as real educational effort? I am coming to believe
that the ideal situation is illustrated pretty well by the country
school. I am in sympathy with what Miss Dunn says. The country
school by force relieves the child from the immediate pressure of
the teacher. I believe we ought to learn to judge the success of our
work as teacher by thepurpose of the children the moment they are
free from our immediate control. If they can take a period following
the recitation period and see things to do, and also follow a plan
of procedure which is the result of thought., then our work is likely
to be good. And my particular point is, shall not our recitation
period find its purposes in that other period, so that we shall be
teaching and preparing all the time for that other work? The reci-.
tation is not the thing to be worked up .to as a climax of all the
efforts. The recitation is to be measured byte work of the stu-
dentsdents outside, and. it shall play into that work ut,side all the time,
finding its goal there, rather fhan the other situation, having the
outside work find its goal in the recitation period.

.

The whole equipment of the school, in our modern conception of
children, has not.been sufficient. III' the thought of the public in
general the smaller the children are, the more they may be un-
equipped. That is the controlling thought all the time. Since
suffrage hasconta to women I feel that the whole situation,May be
very rapidly modified: In New York City,, where there are prob.,
,ably now 16,000 teachers, the women will appreciate the.work of the
6-year old. child more readily .than, the men, and if they will used
their right, I think. the matter' of equipment may be .solved:
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MIN. WHITE. I am not a teacher, but I was in my young dpys. I
have sat through this conference with the utmost interest, and par-
ticularly that part of it which related to the care of the bright child.
The reference which Dr. AlcSlurry has just made to the Isj,ew York .

voter has brought to my mind the bright child in the aspect in which'
the voter has taken that question to himself. Last fall I. visited one
of the three villages for the feeble-minded maintained by the State
of New York. That village is remarkable for its equipment. There
are 93 buildings, including a theater building, and beatitiful homes,
with hardwood floors and victrolas and everything you can think '''''
of. The educational part of it is housed in the poorest buildings of
the group, brit it is a perfect system 'with everything thatiran be de-
sired.' Three hundred and sixty feeble-minded children., are kept
there until fairly into adult life. Think of a State spending mil-
lions of dollars for defectives when our children in the public schools
are herded in with one teacher for 40, 50, or GO children.

Miss MANN. It was just 12 years ago that I attended. my first wet- .
ing of primary teachers at the State convention in Michigaiaand _

exactly what has been said this morning was said at that time rela-
tive to the number pf children in our classes. The teacheils said:
" If we could only impress on these school committees a d the super-
intendent that the teacher can not provide ,busy work ivi 140, 50, and
G0 children in the room;" At that _time the an-impo ant problem_
was to provide that busy work which is now a trim It seems to
be a pity that 12 years later we must still be talking. I should like

. to knock if two things can not be.brought about. First, some kiad.
of'resolution emanating.fromn this body that might reach the sclipol .

committees directly. You can refer to. the superintendents, but they
-are not the itsponsible 'parties. We need to reach the members of
the school boards in some practical way, and we need to reach them
with arguments from outside their 'local comniunity. We *require '

the help of such an organization as this. .

Ma. Mssmiam. If you do not think too badly of a mere superintend-
. mt, Ishould like to make a comment or. two.- I wish to emphasize
Dr. McMurry's last remark and the remark- from one of the teachers
wb.6"poke,, namely, that perhaps men 'have not been considerate
nough of children and that it would be a very good idea for the

women primary teachers and supervisors to back' up fully the rec-
ommenda'tions of those venturesome- siiiperintendents: who recom-
mend new furnithre, new ecquipnient, and.. redaction in numbers
instead of. suffering in silence. I feel that very much can be accom-
plished, not wholly by a resoltition, because resolutions are not taken
to mean very. much. Conventions are in the habit of making'tesolu-
tions,. but whet i thby . make them they have met discharged their.
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full function. A, resolutionls very good as crystallizing the 'senti-
ment, but it should be followed tip. The last speaker suggested a
resolution. Good. Follow up that resolution in all parts of the
country by bringing pressure to bear upon the superintendent and
the primary, supervisor, who is usually a woman. And some of
theM need to have pressure brought to bear, for we learned from.
soine one here that many primary supervisors like to see children
in rows. Follov this Matter up as to the numbers, as to equipment,
and as to the following out of projects. I am very hopeful of this
project inethoo of teaching in the primary grades. I am very sure
it is going to. provide for' the gifted child 'and for those' not gifted.

Suggestion No. 2: If you have n room filled with seats screwed
to the floor and you see no light at all, take out the middle row of
seats across the room and that will give you an aisle 4 or 5 feet
Wide. Then if yon have no place for cupboards around the sides of
the room take scrap boxes or any other boxes of that size and have
the children paint them, put a little curtain in front and have those
arranged next to the teacher's desk, and that will make a place to
which children can easily go from all parts of the room to get
materials or put them away.' It- will also add a great deal of space
tb,the room for moving about, so that the pupils will not need to sit
for so long. It can be done in any schoolroom no matter how
crowded.

Lastly, one question. We learned from the supervisor from Mis-
souri that there are from 50 -to 60 pupils commonly in rooms there;
from the supervisor from Fort Wayne that 35 to 40 pupils are perhaps
too many. Miss Moore, of Teachers'.College, intimated that 25 to 30
was about the number. I should 13 e very much pleased to know what
would be the opinion of some of the etiperyisors present as to the
number of pupils in a first or second grade. Given the condition
that the children have no language difficulty=that is, they are not
foreign childrenand are not backward, but in the average English-
speaking first or second grade should the number. be 25, 30, or it?
In my own school system I have absolutely limited the number to 36.

A DELEGATE. My first grades ati) liMited to 25.
Ma. AIERRIAM, Is my number too high?
(Several delegatesanswered, " Yes.")
Mn. MssinAm. Of course, if you say "lest' we are confronted with

difficulties as to the buildings. .

'A DELEGATE. Why ilo you, take 36? Is it because it makes six
iOws with six seats'in each row ?'

Mn. MERRIAM.. Just as rapidly as I am able to do am organiz-
ing first, second, and third grades with entirely nova furniture.
In my new location, where I have been since the summer, ye suc-
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ceeded in changing over three rooms only. but we shall have more
than that' before the year is out. If you say that 36 is too large a
number, that would probably mean more building somewhere, and
from the administrative standpoint, that is often a large problem.
Oftentimes cities are limited in the amount they can expend, and
personally I should rather see teachers' salaries go up, and have 36
in the first giades than to use that money to get more space some-
where and have 20 in the first grade.

If it is in order I should like to ask an expreSsion of opinion as to
the number. This society might perhaps have discussed it at sgme,
time, aria there may be some information at-liand.

A DELEGATE. Some of ,you may recall Col. Parker's answer to the
question put So him by a teacher who was worried with 50 or 60
pupils. She asked. "Colonel, just hoW many children do you think
a primary teacher ought to have ?" He hesitated for A while and
then he said, " Well, some ought not to have any." The colonel did
not commit himself: and I am afraid we had better not commit our-
selves unless we make it a minimum and maximum number.

DR. McMunar. I think there is a good chance for a good influence
here. I think, instehd of a recommendation passed by this body, a
statemgnt signed by persons who are well known all over the coml
try would be the better method. If eight or ten persons who repre-
sent the various phases of interest here would sign their names to a
definite recommendation, so that their opinions could be quoted, so
that people throughout the country could write to them, if necessary,
it would be a vital influence. The public is ignorant as to why it is
'so important.

I would suggest that the phrase that Miss Moore used, "A day's
work," be takena day's work in a first grade, and in a second and
in a thirdand each case be worked out so that the real work that is
ideal could be read with some illustration of the whole process that
happens in one Gay in a first grade, where the equipment is proper.
If that could be put into the hands of people here and there they
would get the idea. It"would probably be better than if it were of-
fered in a logical manner.

A DELEGATE. Let me add to that, MisiMoore's experience contrast-
ing the day's work under the present adverse conditions. .

THE CHAIRMAN. Two committees were appointed to take immedi-
ate steps toward securing the information desired.

We are to have the pleasure of a few closing words from Mrs.
Bradford, the president\ of the Natio-nal Education Association.

Mss. BitADFORD. In regard to the particular questio4 that' has been
under discussion, it seems to me that we can find an answer if.we put
to ourselves this quesioh: Shall: we celitiugs to dress the," what .and
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how "of education at. the expense of the "why," or shall, we say, first,
" Why? " and later" What and how? " In other words, we must some
right down to fundamental grips with the reason that we have
.schools at all. We mint come to a face-to-face conference with our-
selves in reference to all phases of education in the present national
crisis, as well as the fundamental purposes of education in a republic.
We must ask ourselves, Why a public-school system at all? We know
that a public-school system is to produce rounded human beings, with
trained bodies and trained minds, and,.as I believe, the instant obedi-
ence to that trained 'mind. There is something in hereyou may call
it the moral sense, you may call it the higher self, you may call it
conscience. I like to calla the spark of the most high God that bap-
tizes the body of each human being that comes into the world, making
it the temple of the Ihly Ghost. When we have the right kind of edu-
cation this Nation shall be to 'the world the temple and spirit of love
and the spirit of truth ; and the spirit of truth shall work through
free human-beinft. human beings who know the difference between
mere liberty and actual- freedom. In my own mind I always hold
this distinction between liberty and freedom: Liberty is the absence
of ri.straint ; freedom is the power efficiently to do right. And that is
the kind arthing that we want for our children in theSe free.periods.

There can not be any question but that the free initiate in school
is the one thing we Inuit stress. We should always. have stressed it,
and more than ever now must we stress it. because there is just one
organization that. the.Gereninent of the United States found in this
country last April through which the spirit of America, voiced by
the Government of` thsoUnited States, could reach every home in
the land; .and that organization was the 750,000 teachers and the
2,250,006 children in the schools. And that system, must be taught
through the, free initiative of the children, through the spirit of
cooperation among the children, through the spirit of selflessness in
the childre. That system must teach that the United States is to'
take the leadership in the rebnilding of civilization throughout the
world. to that end ye must have an educated citizenry, a citizenry
each member of whi611 can think straight, 'will -avant. to work hard,
will alwayS 'play fair, and will love mightily.

Primary teachers, you have the biggest task of all. -You have the
1411indamental task. You gel the soul' when it is plastic. .The rest of

us get it when it is hardened. I salute you as those who build the
image of the Most Iligh in the Nation through, drawing out the
Wine Spirit in the little children;' and let all of us, State superin-

-tendents, county superintendents, and principals, realize that the
schools do not exist forkus at all. It seems ridiculous to ave to say

'that, but it is necessaTh- for .some of u:s, seem to thin the school

e.
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system is for the teacher or that it is for the superintendent. I.et us
set the little child in our midst, build our civilization around the
child, guaranteeing to the child his right to the trained body.and the
trained.mind, guaranteeing to the child the-right to have his mind
developed so that he can think straight, ana his body so that he can
work hard, and his spirit so that he may want to play fair, and his
soul so that he will know how Co love, and we need not Year for the
things that will come after the war, because it will mean lovet hroned
pon law and real civilization comin as the sunrise from the bloody.

cloud of war that now stains the c ern sky.
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